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Abstract—The capability of smarter networked devices to
dynamically select appropriate radio connectivity options is
especially important in the emerging millimeter-wave (mmWave)
systems to mitigate abrupt link blockage in complex environ-
ments. To enrich the levels of diversity, mobile mmWave relays
can be employed for improved connection reliability. These are
considered by 3GPP for on-demand densification on top of the
static mmWave infrastructure. However, performance dynamics
of mobile mmWave relaying is not nearly well explored, especially
in realistic conditions, such as urban vehicular scenarios. In this
paper, we develop a mathematical framework for the perfor-
mance evaluation of mmWave vehicular relaying in a typical
street deployment. We analyze and compare alternative con-
nectivity strategies by quantifying the performance gains made
available to smart devices in the presence of mmWave relays. We
identify situations where the use of mmWave vehicular relaying is
particularly beneficial. Our methodology and results can support
further standardization and deployment of mmWave relaying in
more intelligent 5G+ “all-mmWave” cellular networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications is one of the
key solutions introduced by the fifth-generation (5G) wireless
networks. Adopted by 3GPP for New Radio (NR) technology,
mmWave communications enable transmissions with the data
rates considerably higher than those offered by 4G microwave
solutions [1]. In contrast, the coverage range of a mmWave
access point (AP) is expected to be smaller than that offered
by sub-6GHz cellular systems and will remain within a few
hundred meters [2]. The highly directional mmWave transmis-
sions are also susceptible to blockage – occlusion of the signal
path by buildings, vehicles, and even human bodies [3]. Dense
deployments of mmWave APs are a natural solution, but may
incur capital and operating expenditures [4].

Millimeter-wave relays are an alternative to backhauled
APs. Static mmWave relays can densify the network at lower
costs than full-fledged APs without compromising its perfor-
mance [5], [6]. The use of static mmWave relays has been
ratified by 3GPP as part of 5G NR Rel. 15 [7]. Currently,
3GPP continues to investigate this area by targeting a possible
adoption of mobile mmWave relays mounted on vehicles and
drones as part of NR Rel. 17 and beyond [8]. That work is
currently at an early stage focused primarily on identifying
the target setups, where the deployment of mobile mmWave
relays is especially beneficial. For this purpose, a holistic

1A part of this work has been completed during the research visit of Vitaly
Petrov to The University of Texas at Austin, USA in Fall 2018.

methodology is required, which accounts for a realistic city
deployment, features of vehicular and drone-carried relay
operation, and complex propagation of mmWave signal.

In this paper, we develop a mathematical framework for the
performance evaluation of a cellular network with mmWave
APs, intelligent mmWave users, and mmWave vehicular re-
lays. Our framework accounts for the specifics of a realistic
urban (street) deployment, 3GPP-compatible mmWave signal
propagation model with blockage caused by humans and
vehicles, and alternative relaying strategies. We apply our
framework to quantifying the realistic performance gains that
mmWave vehicular relays may bring to an average user. We
highlight the conditions where the use of mmWave vehicular
relays leads to a more than two-fold increase in the spectral
efficiency. Our methodology and numerical results can be used
to justify the system design choices for the mmWave vehicular
relaying in complex and dynamic mmWave-based networks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Scenario and Deployment

We consider a straight segment of a street with four traffic
lanes and two sidewalks (see Fig. 1). The lane width is wL
and the width of the sidewalk is wS. Static mmWave APs
are deployed on the lampposts between the central lanes at
a height hA. The separation distance between the APs is dI.
On each sidewalk, there are two human paths representing
a typical bidirectional flow. A human body is modeled as a
cylinder with a radius rP and a height hP. The pedestrians on
the same path are separated by a random distance `, where L
is a generally-distributed random variable (RV) with the cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) FL(x). Each pedestrian
carries a mmWave user equipment (UE) at a height of hU.

Two types of vehicles are deployed in our scenario: (i) reg-
ular vehicles termed cars and modeled as parallelepipeds
with the dimensions of `C×wC×hC, and (ii) large vehicles
representing city buses and trucks termed buses and modeled
as parallelepipeds with the dimensions of `T×wT×hT. Buses
and cars are deployed randomly along the centers of all the
traffic lanes with a random distance d between their bumpers,
where D is a generally-distributed RV with the mean E[D].
Each vehicle is a bus with probability pT independently of
other vehicles. A fraction of cars, pR, are also equipped with
mmWave relaying capabilities and can act as “cells on wheels”
(COWs). The COW coverage range is R.
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Fig. 1. Our considered urban street deployment for mmWave vehicular relaying with the regular placement of static mmWave APs, random locations of
pedestrians, cars, and buses. A fraction pR of cars are also equipped with mmWave relaying capabilities and can forward traffic between UEs and mmWave APs.

B. Propagation Model
The mmWave signal propagation is modeled following the

recent 3GPP considerations [9] and accounts for both human-
and vehicle-body blockage. In case where the line-of-sight
(LoS) path between the communicating nodes is occluded by
either a human or a vehicle body, the nodes use an alternative
non-line-of-sight (nLoS) path by utilizing one of the reflected
or scattered mmWave signal components [10].

Following [9], the pathloss, T , is given by

T =

{
32.4 + 21.0 log10(d3D) + 20 log10 fc, LoS,
32.4 + 31.9 log10(d3D) + 20 log10 fc, nLoS,

(1)

where fc is the carrier frequency and d3D is the 3D separation
distance between the nodes.

The communicating entities in our model (APs, UEs,
and COWs) set their transmit powers as PA, PU, and PC,
respectively. All the nodes also utilize directional antenna
radiation patterns with the corresponding gains of GA, GU,
and GC : GU ≤ GC ≤ GA. For simplicity, we assume perfect
beam alignment between the communicating entities.

C. Connectivity Models

We analyze and compare three UE connectivity strategies:
• Baseline. All the UEs always utilize the infrastructure link

to the nearest static mmWave AP. No relays are used.
• Conservative Relay. COWs can assist UEs within their

coverage. The radio resources occupied by UE-COW con-
nections do not overlap with those utilized for UE-AP
and COW-AP links. This strategy primarily reflects the
implementation of mobile relays in 3G and 4G systems
by providing a pessimistic estimate for the performance
gains of mmWave vehicular relays in our scenario.

• Agressive Relay. COWs can assist UEs within their
coverage. The radio resources occupied by UE-COW

connections may overlap with those utilized for UE-AP
and COW-AP links, thus exploiting better spatial diversity
of narrow-beam 5G mmWave communications [11]. This
strategy offers an optimistic estimate for the performance
gains of mmWave vehicular relays in our scenario.

For both relay-aided strategies, each of the UEs continiously
selects the path currently characterized by the highest signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) out of those provided by the static APs
and COWs. UE is assumed to instantaneously switch to the
best available link via multi-connectivity mechanisms [12].

In the following sections, we develop a mathematical frame-
work for evaluating the introduced connectivity strategies. We
particularly focus on a dense deployment of mmWave APs
that do not permit outages. Therefore, the UE mean spectral
efficiency (SE) is selected as a primary performance indicator.

III. ANALYSIS OF BASELINE MODEL

A. Human-Body Blockage Modeling

In this subsection, we derive the probability that the link
between UE and AP is blocked by a pedestrian, where the
UE is separated from the AP by a fixed distance of x0.
Following [13], the link is considered blocked if there is at
least a single pedestrian center in the “blockage zone”, see
Fig. 2. The width of this rectangle is 2rP, while its length, `B,
can be derived as `B = rP + d2D(hP − hU)/(hA − hU), where
d2D =

√
(3wS/4 + 2wL)2 + x20 is the AP-UE distance.

Observe that the link can be blocked by the pedestrians
on both paths. From the scenario geometry, the blockage
probability for the pedestrians on the same path, pB,H1 , equals
the probability that at least a single cylinder base center is
within the interval of length z = rP/ sin(α). Hence, we have

pB,H1
= Pr {` ≤ z} = FL(rP/ sinα), (3)



pB =



FL(z) +
1−FL(z)

E[L]

(
2z −

∫ 2z

0
FL(x)dx

)
, hT < h?T ∩ wS ≤ 2rP +

(hP−hU)(8wL+3wS)
2(hA−hU)

,

FL (z) , hT < h?T ∩ wS > 2rP +
(hP−hU)(8wL+3wS)

2(hA−hU)
,

1−
(`C−pT`C+E[D])(1−FL(z)− 1−FL(z)

E[L]
(2z−

∫ 2z
0

FL(x)dx))

pT`T+(1−pT)`C+E[D] , hT ≥ h?T ∩ wS ≤ 2rP +
(hP−hU)(8wL+3wS)

2(hA−hU)
,

1− (`C−pT`C+E[D])(1−FL(z))
pT`T+(1−pT)`C+E[D] , hT ≥ h?T ∩ wS > 2rP +

(hP−hU)(8wL+3wS)
2(hA−hU)

.

(2)

where FL(x) is the CDF of the RV characterizing the distance
between the neighboring humans on the same path.

The link can also be blocked by the pedestrians on the other
path when the following two conditions apply simultaneously.
First, `B has to be large enough so that this path crosses the
blockage zone rectangle. Second, there should be at least one
cylinder base center within the 2z-long segment of the path
crossing the blockage zone rectangle (see Fig. 2).

The first condition can be written as wS/2 ≤ sB, where
wH = 2wL + 3wS/4. For the second condition, we apply the
result from [14]. Finally, the sought blockage probability is

pB,H2
=

{
2z−

∫ 2z
0

FL(x)dx

E[L] , wS ≤ 2rP + 2wH
hP−hU
hA−hU

,

0, wS > 2rP + 2wH
hP−hU
hA−hU

.
(4)

Finally, because the events of blockage for the two paths
are independent of each other, we arrive at the following
expression for the human-body blockage probability

pB,H=

{
FL(z)+

(1−FL(z))(2z−
∫ 2z
0

FL(x)dx)
E[L] , wS ≤ wU,

FL (z) , wS ≤ wU,
(5)

where z = rP
√

(8wL + 3wS)2 + 16x20/ (8wL + 3wS) and
wU = 2rP + wH (hP − hU) /(hA − hU).
B. Vehicle-Body Blockage Modeling

In the considered scenario, a link between UE and AP can
also be occluded by large vehicles, termed buses. Based on
the scenario geometry in Fig. 3, the following holds for the
minimal bus height that results in blockage, h?T

h?T − hU

hA − hU
=

√
x2B + w2√
x20 + w2

H

, (8)

where xB is the shift of the blocking vehicle from the UE,
xB = x0w/wH. Substituting xB into (8), we make an important
observation that h?T does not depend on x0, i.e.,

h?T = hU +
3wS + 2wL − 2wT

8wL + 3wS
(hA − hU). (9)
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Fig. 2. Human-body blockage modeling.
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Fig. 3. Minimal height of a bus resulting in vehicle-body blockage.

We now estimate the fraction of time when the UE-AP link
is blocked by a bus. Since the number of cars between the two
buses on the same lane follows the geometrical distribution
with parameter pT, the mean number of cars between the two
buses, E[NC], can be estimated as E[NC] = (1− pT)/pT. This
implies that the random distance between the two buses, dB,
comprises of NC cars and NC + 1 inter-vehicle intervals:

E[DB] = E[NC`C + (NC + 1)d] =
E[D] + `C(1− pT)

pT
. (10)

Recalling that the deployment of vehicles follows the re-
newal process with generally distributed intervals, the vehicle-
body blockage probability, pB,V, can be established as [15]

pB,V =

{
0, hT < h?T,

`T
`T+E[DB]

, hT ≥ h?T.
(11)

C. Mean Spectral Efficiency

We now estimate the mean SE of the link between the UE
and the AP. First, since the blockage events caused by humans
and those caused by vehicles are independent, we derive the
total blockage probability for the UE-AP link, pB, as in (2).
Further, we determine the conditional SNR values in case of
LoS (non-blocked) and nLoS (blocked) signal path between
the UE and the AP, SL and SN, respectively. Following (1),

SL = 10
PU+GA+GU−N0(B)−32.4−20 log10 fc−21.0 log10(KU)

10 ,

SN = 10
PU+GA+GU−N0(B)−32.4−20 log10 fc−31.9 log10(KU)

10 , (12)

where KU =
√
x20 + [2wL + 3wS/4]2 + (hA − hU)2.

We obtain the mean SE for the UE located at a separation
distance of x0 from the AP, C(x0), as

C(x0) = pB log2(1 + SN) + (1− pB) log2(1 + SL). (13)

Finally, the mean SE for an arbitrary UE, E[C], is derived as

E[C] =
2

dI

∫ dI/2

0

C(x0)dx0. (14)



p∗B =

{
FDB(`B,C − `C

2 ), hT < h∗T,

1− (1− pT`T
pT`T+(1−pT)`C+E[D] )(1− FDB(`B,C − `C

2 )), hT ≥ h∗T,
(6)

C†2(x0, xS)=
1

1/C?(xS) + 1/C∗(x1)
= pC

( p?Bp
∗
B

1/ log2(1 + S?
N) + 1/ log2(1 + S∗N)

+
(1− p?B)p∗B

1/ log2(1 + S?
L) + 1/ log2(1 + S∗N)

+
p?B(1− p∗B)

1/ log2(1 + S?
N) + 1/ log2(1 + S∗L)

+
(1− p?B)(1− p∗B)

1/ log2(1 + S?
L) + 1/ log2(1 + S∗L)

)
. (7)

IV. ANALYSIS OF RELAYING MODELS

A. UE-COW Link Analysis

We now derive the mean SE for the relay link between the
UE and the COW vehicle. We start by calculating the proba-
bility pC that there is at least a single COW within the interval
[x0 − xR, x0 + xR], where xR =

√
R2 − (3wS/4 + wL/2)2 is

the maximum separation between the UE and the COW, so
that the UE is under the COW coverage, R.

Recalling that only pR of cars act as COWs, we produce
the mean distance between the neighboring COWs as E[LR] =[
`C(1− pT) + E[D] + pT`T

]
/
[
pR(1− pT)

]
.

Applying the approach from subsection III-B, we obtain

pC =

(
2xR −

∫ 2xR

0

FLR(x)dx

)
/E[LR]. (15)

Since we consider only the COWs deployed on the side
lanes, the UE-COW link is not affected by vehicle-body block-
age. Further, as the antenna array at the COW is assumed to be
deployed on the rooftop of a car, the height of the COW, hC,
is considered to be lower than that of the UE, hU. Therefore,
the blockage zone rectangle (see subsection III-A and Fig. 2)
is always crossed by both human paths. Consequently, if there
is a COW vehicle within the range of R around the UE, the
blockage probability for the UE-COW link, p?B, can be directly
obtained from (5) as

p?B = FL(z1) +
1− FL(z1)

E[L]

(
2z1 −

∫ 2z1

0

FL(x)dx

)
, (16)

where z1 = rP
√

(2wL + 3wS)2 + 16x2s/(2wL + 3wS), xS is a
random separation distance between the COW and the UE (see
Fig. 1): xS ∈ [−xR, xR].

Finally, the mean SE of the UE-COW link, C?(xS) – if
there is at least a single COW in range and the UE selects a
random COW out of those available – can be computed as

C?(xS) = p?B log2 (1 + S?
N) + (1− p?B) log2 (1 + S?

L) , (17)

where the values S?
L and S?

N are obtained similarly to (12).
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Fig. 4. Minimal height of a bus leading to blockage of COW-AP link.

B. COW-AP Link Analysis

Here, we obtain the mean SE of the link between the AP
and the COW separated by x1 from the AP. This link is only
affected by vehicle-body blockage from two sources: (i) buses
on the same lane and (ii) buses on the central lane.

For the latter case, the analysis is similar to that in subsec-
tion III-B. Particularly, the blockage probability for the buses
on the neighboring lane, p∗B,N, can be written as

p∗B,N =

{
0, hT < h∗T,

`T
`T+E[DB]

, hT ≥ h∗T,
(18)

where h∗T = hC + (2wL − wT)(hA − hC)/3wL is the minimal
height of a bus on the central lane yielding blockage.

Blockage of the COW-AP link by a bus on the same lane
may occur if there is at least a single bus in the blockage
zone of length `B,C, see Fig. 4. For the given bus height and
width, the blockage zone length, `B,C, has to be small enough
to result in a blockage situation in both horizontal and vertical
planes: `B,C = x1 min

{
(hT − hC) / (hA − hC) , wT/3wL

}
,

where x1 = x0 + xs.
The distance from an arbitrary COW vehicle to the nearest

bus on the same lane is given by dB = NC`C +
∑NC+1

i=1 d,
where NC is a geometrically-distributed RV characterizing the
number of cars between the COW and the nearest bus. The
blockage probability by a bus on the same lane, p∗B,S, is equal
to the probability that dB does not exceed `B,C − `C/2

p∗B,S = Pr{dB ≤ `B,C − `C/2} = FDB(`B,C − `C/2), (19)

where FDB is the CDF of the RV DB that can be computed nu-
merically using non-linear RV transformation techniques [16].

Observing that blockages by buses on the same and the
neighboring lanes are independent events, joint blockage
probability for the COW-AP link, p∗B, is given in (6) as a
combination of (18) and (19). Finally, the mean SE for the
COW-AP link where COW is separated from the AP by x1 is

C∗(x1) = p∗B log2(1 + S∗N) + (1− p∗B) log2(1 + S∗L). (20)

The corresponding SNR values for the COW-AP link in LoS
and nLoS cases, S∗L and S∗N, are calculated similarly to (12).

C. Joint UE-COW-AP Connection Analysis

In this subsection, we derive the mean SE for the relay-
aided UE-COW-AP connection for both relaying strategies
considered by our study as detailed in subsection II-C.

According to the Aggressive strategy, the performance of
the joint UE-COW-AP connection is limited exclusively by
the mean SE of the COW-AP link. Therefore, the mean SE



of the joint UE-COW-AP connection, C†1(x0, xs), is equal to
C∗(x1). Its probability mass function (pmf), fC†1 (x), is thus

fC†1
(x) =


pCp
∗
B, x = log2(1 + S∗N),

pC(1− p∗B), x = log2(1 + S∗L),

1− pC, x = 0.

(21)

With the Conservative strategy, the radio resources allocated
for UE-COW links do not overlap with those available for
COW-AP and UE-AP links. Therefore, if the relay link UE-
COW exists, the mean SE for the UE-COW-AP connection,
C†2(x0, xS), is obtained as in (7).

We now derive the mean SE when a smart UE selects the
best available connection out of UE-AP and opportunistic UE-
COW-AP. For this purpose, we first produce the pmf for the
SE of the infrastructure UE-AP link (Baseline strategy) where
the UE is separated from the AP by x0, fC(x). Recalling (13),

fC(x) =

{
1− pB, x = log2(1 + SL),

pB, x = log2(1 + SN).
(22)

Finally, we calculate the mean SE for the best connection
with Aggressive and Conservative strategies (C1(x0, xS) and
C2(x0, xS), respectively) as the maximum of two RVs repre-
senting the SE of infrastructure UE-AP and relay UE-COW-
AP connections. Accordingly, the mean SE for an arbitrary
UE is derived by numerical integration as

E[C1] =
1

dIxR

∫ dI/2

0

∫ x0+xR

x0−xR

(
C1(x0, xS)dxS

)
dx0,

E[C2] =
1

dIxR

∫ dI/2

0

∫ x0+xR

x0−xR

(
C2(x0, xS)dxS

)
dx0. (23)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the obtained results are elaborated numeri-
cally. We model a street segment with mmWave APs operating
at 28GHz with 1GHz of bandwidth and deployed 300m
apart from each other. Following the 3GPP considerations,
the heights of APs and UEs are set to 10m and 1.5m,
respectively [9]. The UE transmit power is 23 dBm and the
antenna gains are given as GA = 27 dB and GU = 15 dB [17].
The radius of a human body is set to 0.3m, while its height is
1.75m. We assume 5% of large vehicles, i.e., pT = 0.05 [18].

1) The effect of human density: We start with Fig. 5
introducing the mean UE SE as a function of the density of
human-body blockers on the sidewalks. We first observe that
the mean SE decreases with the growing density of human-
body blockers. For the Baseline strategy, the mean SE de-
creases from 12 bits/s/Hz for 0.1 humans/m2 to 8 bits/s/Hz for
1.0 humans/m2. Then, we notice that the gain of the considered
relaying strategies grows for a higher density of blockers. In
other words, more “challenging” environments unlock better
gains. The SE with Aggressive strategy is notably higher than
that in Conservative case, especially at higher densities of
blockers: 17 bits/s/Hz vs. 9 bits/s/Hz for 1.0 human/m2.

In Fig. 5, we also assess the accuracy of our derivations and
the assumptions made by the system model. For this purpose,
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we relax three major analytical assumptions in our simulation
framework: (i) the pedestrians are not placed on the paths, but
rather are uniformly distributed over the sidewalks; (ii) vehi-
cles are not centered on their lanes, but are randomly shifted
within a lane, which models realistic city traffic; and (iii) any
of the vehicle’s sides can block the mmWave signal, not only
the one facing the communicating node. Fig. 5 demonstrates
a close match between the analytical and simulation-based
results, even when the listed assumptions are relaxed. Similar
correspondence between analysis and simulations is observed
for other input parameters. Therefore, we rely solely on our
analytical results in subsequent figures.

2) The effect of vehicle density: We proceed with Fig. 6
that evaluates the mean UE SE as a function of the density
of vehicles in the street. In this figure, we first note that
only the Baseline scheme is always negatively affected by
the growing density of vehicles. In contrast, the dependency
is non-monotonic for relay-aided strategies. Particularly, the
mean SE decreases at high vehicle densities as a result of
vehicle-body blockage. The decrease in the mean SE at lower
densities of vehicles is caused by the absence of vehicular
relays. We can conclude that the highest gain of relaying is
observed in deployments with the medium density of vehicles:
over 9 bits/s/Hz with Conservative strategy and 18 bits/s/Hz
with Aggressive strategy for 3–5 vehicles per 100m.

3) The effect of COW coverage range: We then analyze the
impact of the COW coverage range on the mean UE SE in
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Fig. 8. Mean SE increases by 8%−120% as pR grows. Even small fractions
of COWs lead to notable performance gains with Aggressive strategy.

Fig. 7. Here, we first observe that the mean SE increases with
the growing relay coverage range. Second, we notice that the
SE ceases to grow when the range becomes large enough to
almost guarantee a COW in the UE proximity. The value of
COW range after which the mean SE stagnates heavily de-
pends on the fraction of vehicles involved in relaying. Finally,
we conclude that the Aggressive strategy notably outperforms
the Conservative scheme: the mean SE for the former with
only 10% of COW vehicles is higher than the corresponding
value for the latter when all 100% of vehicles act as COWs.

4) The effect of COW fraction: Finally, we assess the
overall increase in UE SE brought by COW relays in Fig. 8.
Accordingly, the relative increase in the SE with respect to
the Baseline strategy is presented as a function of the fraction
of COW vehicles involved in relaying. Based on the obtained
results, Conservative relays offer from 8% (0.1 vehicles act
as COWs) to 12% (all vehicles act as COWs) increase in
the mean UE SE. In the same conditions, Aggressive relays
offer from 70% to 120% improvement. The gains with both
strategies increase rapidly until 20% of vehicles are involved
in relaying, whereas they cease growing after 40% of COW
vehicles in the street. Therefore, there is no benefit in engaging
more than 40% of vehicles in relaying. In contrast, the use of
small fractions of COWs leads to notable performance gains.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a performance analysis frame-
work for the mmWave vehicular relaying in urban street

layouts. We demonstrated that the performance gains brought
by smart mmWave-based relaying are the most significant
in vehicular deployments featured by dense human crowds
on sidewalks and moderately-dense vehicular traffic. We also
showed that even a small density of mmWave vehicular relays
can lead to notable performance improvements provided that
intelligent UEs can continuously select the best connectivity
options out of those offered by static mmWave APs and
mmWave vehicular relays.

The developed framework and the presented results can
further aid in identifying the setups where the use of mmWave
vehicular relaying is especially beneficial, towards the adop-
tion of mmWave-based mobile relays as part of 5G+ networks
and their standardization in NR Rel. 17 and beyond.
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